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In laboratory tanks, lfil9eioouth bass (Micropterus sal.Iooides) and 
northern pike (F.sox lucius) consumed fathead minnows (P.imephales 
prarel.as) 2. 6 times ioore frequently than walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) 
and 5. 7 times ioore than lepanids. Prey were ioore vulnerable in 
circular than rect:an;Jular tanks. In field studies, walleye fingerlings 
averaging 35 and 53 nm (mean total l�) were stocked in two ponds 
(3- and 7-hectares) respectively; both contained lfil9em:>Utll bass, 
northern pike, yellc:M perch (Perea flavescens) , green sunfish (Iepornis 
cyanellus) , and fathead minnows. Aquatic insects dominated tlle diet of 
lfil9eioouth bass for 3 days after walleye were stocked, in::licating tllat 
walleye fingerlings were not especially vulnerable to predation while 
adjusting to the new' enviromnent. 
GrcMth and sw:vival were cc:upared between a northeastern glacial 
lake stock and two Missouri River stocks of walleyes in pooos ( o. 81-5. 7 
hectares) witll and without predators in 1986 and 1987. GrcMth of fry 
differed significantly (P < 0. 05) between stocks in hatchery pooos, but 
the difference was probably due to hatching dates and cultural 
practices ratller than genotype. More Missouri River fry sw:vived in 
1986, whereas ioore glacial lake fry sw:vived in 1987. Walleye 
fingerlings grew better in pooos devoid of predators than in pooos 
contain.i.rg predators in 1986. Although glacial lake walleye 
fingerlings were significantly lfilger (P < 0. 05) at stocking in 1987, 
Missouri River walleye fingerlings were significantly lfil9er (P < 0. 05) 
301 days later. '!he slc:M growth of the glacial lake stock may have 
been caused by a high incidence of abnormal fin develc:prent • 
• 
OVERAIL INmOWCI'ION 
'lhe walleye (stizostedion vitreum) is a popular sport fish in South 
Dakota; therefore, it is inportant that management practices for 
walleye anticipate increas� demarrl. st.ockin:J walleye fry and 
f�erlin:Js might help meet increased demarrl by enhanc� year class 
s"tren3th in lakes where walleye p::,pllations are decl�, however 
st:oc:::kin;J alone has not guaranteed establi.shnelt of year classes (Hansen 
1987). 
Recruitment of stocked walleye to the harvest probably deperrls on 
factors other than size or densities stocked. Factors such as area, 
year, and focxi availability (Ney 1978), envirornnental corili.tions and 
am:::,unt of predation (Riis 1981), fishin;J pressure and harvest 
regulations (I.aarman 1978), and c::x::arpetition and genotype may have an 
effect on growth and sw:vival and should be considered when any walleye 
enhancement project is inplemented for a particular body of water. 
In this study, two of these factors, predation and genotype, were 
investigated for their possible effects on growth and survival of 
walleyes. In part I, walleye f�erl� vulnerability to largerrouth 
bass and northern pike predation was detennined in laboratory and field 
experilllents (pages 1-30). In part II, two genetic stocks of walleye 
were ccmpared for growth and smvival perfonna.nce in porns with and 
without predators (pages 37-73). 
PARI' I 
WALI.EYE FINGERLING VUINERABILITY' 'IO I.ARGEMXJTH 
BASS AND NORIHERN PIKE PREDATION IN 
I.AOORA'IORY AND FIEID EXPERIMENTS 
LITERA'IURE REVIEW 
Studies concerning predator/prey relationships between 
piscivorous fishes and their prey have contributed greatly to fisheries 
management. Management options such as introducing an exotic or 
different fish to utilize vacant niches and introducing a predator to 
control over-abundant fish or to detennine causes of mortality on 
stocked fish, can be detennined or predicted by conducting 
predator/prey experiments under laboratory or natural conditions . 
Studies conducted with the predacious lru:geroouth bass 
(Micropterus salm:>ides) and northern pike (Esox lucius) (Table 1) have 
had various objectives. Some investigated preference of confined 
lru:geroouth bass and northern pike that were offered various species of 
prey fish (Beyerle and Williams 1968, Espinosa and Deacon 1973, 
Schournacher and Woodrum 1975, Weithman and Anderson 1977, Engstrom-Beg 
et al. 1986), or various sizes of prey fish, generally ranging from 11 
to 58% of predator body length (Tarrant 1960, Wright 1970, Shireman et 
al. 1978, Savitz and Janssen 1982, Schramm and Zale 1985, Spinelli et 
al. 1985). Some investigated prey vulnerability and behavioral 
interaction between predator and prey (Lewis et al. 1961, Lewis and 
Helms 1964, Doxtater 1967, Mauck and Coble 1971, Krummrich and 
Heidinger 1973, savino and Stein 1982, Reist 1983). others investigated 
lru:geroouth bass and northern pike feeding habits in various waters 
(Allen 1939, D..lbets 1954, Frost 1954, Seaburg and Moyle 1964, Hunt 
1965, Lawler 1965, Crabtree 1969, Lewis et al. 1974, Schoumacher and 
Woodrum 1975), or utilized stomach content data to detennine 
Table 1. Selected list of references on piscivorous predator 
experirre.nts concerning largeirouth bass (Micropterus 
salmoides) (lMB) and northern pike (Esox lucius) (NOP) under 
laborato:cy, pond, or natural conditions. 
Conditions 
Confined lab 
andjor Pond 
Natural 
Predator 
Iargeirouth Bass 
Northern Pike 
Northern Pike 
Citation 
Espinosa and Deacon, 1973 
Krummrich and Heidinger, 1973 
Lewis and Helms, 1964 
Lewis et al. , 1961 
Savino and Stein, 1982 
Savitz and Janssen, 1982 
Schomnacher and Woodnmt, 1975 
Schrarrnn and Zale, 1985 
Shireman et al. , 1978 
Spinelli et al. , 1985 
Tarrant, 1960 
Wright, 1970 
Beyerle and Williams, 1968 
Doxtater, 1967 
Engstrom-Reg et al. , 1986 
Mauck and Coble, 1971 
Reist, 1983 
Weithman and Anderson, 1977 
Anderson and Schupp, 1986 
carline et al. , 1986 
[).]bets, 1954 
Lewis et al. , 197 4 
Schoumacher and Woodnmt, 1975 
Seaburg and Moyle, 1964 
Allen, 1939 
Anderson and Schupp, 1986 
Crabtree, 1969 
Frost, 1954 
Hunt, 1965 
lawler, 1965 
Seaburg and Moyle, 1964 
2 
interactions between the predator and prey (Arrlerson and Schupp 1986, 
carline et al. 1986) . 
3 
Although specific objectives varied, the basic objective of most 
of these studies was to identify factors affecting predator/prey 
relationships. '!hat infonnation was then used to fonn management 
decisions regarding the tested species in other envirornnents. 
Experimental Conditions 
Species and size Preference 
I.aboratoi:y and artificial porrl experiments have ent>hasized 
offering single or multiple predators various species and sizes of prey 
fish (Table 2) . Generally, results from studies using different prey 
fish species of similar sizes have shown that predators select or 
prefer soft-rayed fish over spiny-rayed. For northern pike, Beyerle and 
Williams (1968) fourxi that soft-rayed cyprinids were selected over 
spiny-rayed species such as yellOW' perch (Perea flavescens) and 
lepomids, and that lepomids were selected over ictalurids. Weithman and 
Arrlerson (1977) and Engstrom-Reg et al. (1986) found that esocids such 
as northern pike, muskellunge (E. rrasqµinongy) , and a northern 
pike/muskellunge hybrid (tiger muskellunge) had a similar selection 
pattern. Gizzard shad (Ik>rosonia cepedianurn) , golden shiners 
(Notemigonus crysoleucas) (soft-rayed) , and goldfish (Carassius 
auratus) were selected over spiny-rayed fish such as largemouth bass 
and bluegills (I.epomis machrochirus) ; these in turn were selected over 
4 
Table 2. Selected list of references on the inp:>rtance of the fin ray 
type of prey to predator selection um.er confined conditions. 
Fin Ray Type 
Iepidotrichous 
(soft ray) 
Actinotrichous 
(spiny ray) 
Species 
Golden Shiner 
Fathead Minnow 
Goldfish 
Gizzard Shad 
White sucker 
Bluntnose Minnow 
Lake Cllubsucker 
Homyhead Cl'mb 
Bigmouth Buffalo 
Brook Silverside 
Bluegill 
Citation 
Beyerle and Williams, 1968 
Engstrom-Heg et al. , 1986 
F.spinosa and Deacon, 1973 
lewis and Helms, 1964 
lewis et al. , 1961 
Mauck and Coble, 1971 
Weithman and Anderson, 1977 
Beyerle and Williams, 1968 
Mauck and Coble, 1971 
Moody et al. , 1983 
Spinelli et al. , 1985 
Weithman and Anderson, 1977 
F.spinosa and Deacon, 1973 
lewis et al. , 1961 
Mauck and Coble, 1971 
Weithman and Anderson, 1977 
Mauck and Coble, 1971 
Weithman and Anderson, 1977 
wright, 1910 
Engstrom-Heg et al. , 1986 
Mauck and Coble, 1971 
Paragamian, 1976 
Lyons, 1987 
SchOlilllacher and Woodnnn, 1975 
Beyerle and Wil).iams, 1968 
Paragamian, 1976 
Mauck and Coble, 1971 
SchOlilllacher and Woodnnn, 1975 
Beyerle and Williams, 1968 
lewis and Helms, 1964 
Fin Ray Type 
5 
Table 2 continued 
Species 
Green Sl.lllfish 
Yellow 1?erch 
Bullhead 
01anne1 catfish 
I..argenouth Bass 
Crappie 
Pumpkinseed 
smallmouth Bass 
Spinedace 
Citation 
lewis et al. I 1961 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Moody et al • I 1983 
Savitz arrl Janssen, 1982 
Sch0tnna.cher arrl Woodnnn, 1975 
Weithman arrl Anderson, 1977 
Beyerle arrl Williams, 1968 
lewis arrl Helms, 1964 
lewis et al • I 1961 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Savitz arrl Janssen, 1982 
Sch0tnna.cher arrl Woodnnn, 1975 
Tarrant, 1960 
Beyerle arrl Williams, 1968 
Engstrom-Heg et al. , 1986 
cyans, 1987 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Beyerle arrl Williams, 1968 
lewis arrl Helms, 1964 
Lewis et al. , 1961 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Sch0tnna.cher arrl Woodnnn, 1975 
Spinelli et al • I 1985 
Weithman arrl Anderson, 1977 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Weithman arrl Anderson, 1977 
Lewis et al. , 1961 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Lewis arrl Helms, 1964 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Beyerle arrl Williams, 1968 
Mauck arrl Coble, 1971 
Espinosa arrl Deacon, 1973 
channel catfish (Ictalunis punctatus) (Weithman arrl Arrlerson 1977) . 
White suckers (catostomus connnersoni) arrl golden shiners were selected 
over yellow perch arrl purnpkinseeds (L . gibbosus) (Engstrom-Heg et al . 
1986) . 
6 
Mauck arrl Coble (1971) tested northern pike selection of certain 
prey fish in pools arrl :EX)nds arrl found selection generally followed the 
same pattern observed by Beyerle arrl Williams (1968) arrl Weithman arrl 
Arrlerson (1977) ; gizzard shad, fathead minnows (Pimephales prornelas) , 
bigmouth buffalos (Ictiobus cyprinellus) , arrl goldfish were selected 
over green sunfish (L . cyanellus) , largemouth bass, arrl yellow perch, 
while channel catfish, black bullheads (.I:. melas) , arrl bluegills were 
selected the least; some exceptions were noted. carp arrl smallmouth 
bass (M. dolomieui) were selected over white suckers arrl golden 
shiners .  Columnaris disease could be res:EX)nsible for high predation 
rates on smallmouth bass, while cai:p were selected because of their 
slightly srraller size (Mauck arrl Coble 1971) . 
Largemouth bass generally preferred soft-rayed fish over spiny­
rayed fish. Golden shiners were preferred most arrl black bullheads 
least, while goldfish, green sunfish, bluegills, arrl white crappies 
(Pomoxis annularis) were selected intennediately (Lewis et al. 1961) . 
Schoumacher arrl Woodrum (1975) re:EX)rted that largemouth bass preferred 
brook silversides (Iabidesthes sicculus) , followed by green sunfish, 
bluntnose minnows (P. notatus) , channel catfish, arrl bluegills. 
However, Lewis arrl Helms (1964) found that small cai:p were heavily 
utilized when offered with another prey fish in experimental :EX)nds. 
Green sunfish, black bullheads, arrl golden shiners were utilized 
intennediately, while bluegills were utilized the least. U:rrler 
laboratory corrlitions, lru:gem:>Uth bass selected spinedace (Iepidomeda 
mllispinis) over goldfish am golden shiners (F.spinosa am Deacon 
1973) . Selection of spiny-rayed fish may be due to behavior which 
increased vulnerability (lewis am Helms 1964, F.spinosa am Deacon 
1973) . 
Comparing between spiny-rayed fish, lru:gem:>Uth bass selected 
mre green sunfish than bluegills (lewis am Helms 1964, Schotnnacher 
am Woodrum 1975, Savitz am Janssen 1982) . Bluegills may be more 
difficult to ingest than green sunfish because of their greater body 
depth, am greater length of dorsal, anal, am pelvic spines (Savitz 
am Janssen 1982) . 
'!he size relationship between predator am prey used in 
experimental studies can be an important factor to consider. Tarrant 
(1960) am Gillen et al. (1981) fourrl a positive relationship between 
predator am prey size using lru:gemouth bass am tiger muskellunge 
respectively as predators. In contrast, Wright (1970) , F.spinosa am 
Deacon (1973) , am Spinelli et al. (1985) fourrl no positive 
relationship in selection between predator am prey size. When 
7 
lru:gem:>Uth bass were offered blue tilapia (Tilapia aurea) am bluegills 
that approached maximum consumable size, bluegills were selected over 
blue tilapia, but when sizes were reduced, blue tilapia were selected 
over bluegills (Schranun am Zale 1985) . Using different sizes of fish, 
Savitz am Janssen (1982) fou:rrl that lru:gemouth bass ingested green 
S\.IDfish more efficiently than bluegills. '!his firrling may explain why 
green sunfish were selected over bluegills in other experiments. 
VUlnerability. Behavior, and Tank Shape 
A major advantage of conducting preference experirrents under 
laboratocy conditions, in contrast to artificial pon:l or natural 
conditions, is the ability to absenre behavioral interactions of the 
predator and prey. However, tank shape may influence prey behavioral 
patterns which may influence their vulnerability to predation. Also, 
behavioral patterns of prey fish absenred in the tanks may not 
represent behavior in the wild. 
8 
Lepe.mid species usually scatter and remain near the surface, 
comers, or edges (Beyerle and Williams 1968, savino and Stein 1982, 
Moody et al. 1986) , while fathead minnows school in open water (Moody 
et al. 1986) , or near the bottom (Beyerle and Williams 1968) . Bluegills 
were less vulnerable than fathead minnows in rect.an3Ular tanks due to 
this avoidance behavior (Moody et al. 1986) . Bluegills scattered among 
dense artificial vegetation and utilized bottom pool edges in a 
circular plastic pool to avoid largemouth bass predation (Savino and 
Stein 1982) . Reist (1982) observed that sticklebacks (CUlaea 
inconstans) displayed specific behavioral patterns when confronted by 
northern pike. They reduced vulnerability by modifying body coloration, 
seeking vegetative cover, and remaining motionless in comers of the 
aquarium. Spinedace displayed "dashing and flashing" novements 
(F.spinosa and Deacon 1973) , and constant novement of golden shiners 
(Lewis et al. 1961) may have increased their vulnerability to 
largemouth bass predation. 
Mauck and Coble (1971) corrpared the vulnerability of prey that 
behaved sindlarly. Both gizzard shad and golden shiners were active, 
9 
schooling fish, but more gizzard shad were eaten by northern pike, thus 
in:licating preference. 
Predator fish can also display different behavioral 
characteristics which may affect what prey they encounter and 
ultimately select. Under experimental conditions, northern pike and 
northern pike/nruskellunge hybrids were bottom oriented, while 
nruskellunge were suspended at mid-depth, and chain pickerel (E. niger) 
were near the surface (Engstrom-Heg et al. 1986) . Beyerle and Williams 
(1968) also noted that northern pike were bottom orientated. 
Tank shape may have an effect on the vulnerability and behavior 
of prey fish. When prey fish are tested with no c.over present in 
aquaria containing comers, they utilized comers, thus reducing 
vulnerability to predation. In circular tanks, comers do not exist, 
but bottom edges are used to reduce vulnerability. Consequently, 
circular tanks may more aa:urately test vulnerability than rectangular 
tanks because there is less comer effect. 
Natural Conditions 
Fcxxi Habits Under Natural Conditions 
Fcxxi habit data of piscivorous predator species can be obtained 
in several ways, but the most common has been collecting predators with 
some capture method (e. g. electroshocking, seine, gill net) and 
removing the stomach contents either by a live sampling method (e . g .  
gastric lavage, emictices) , or by sacrificing the fish. Following is a 
brief review of the diets of esocids, largemouth bass arrl walleye 
(stizostedion vitreum) adults. 
Allen (1939) fourrl that northern pike diet consisted pr.ilnarily 
of yellow perch, followed by a minnows (Phoxinus phoxinus), 
10 
sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus), arrl brown trout (Salm<:> trutta). 
Frost (1954), confinned Allens fin:lirq that yellow perch were utilized 
the irost, but noted seasonal diet c.han;Jes unreported by Allen. During 
the m:mths of November/December arrl January/February northern pike ate 
char (Salvelinus willughbii) arrl brown trout, respectively. Seaburg and 
Moyle (1964) examined summer feed.inJ habits of northern pike and found 
that diet consisted pr.ilnarily of yellow perch followed by minnows. 
White suckers, crappies, bullheads, arrl fingerlings of northern pike 
arrl walleyes (Stizostedion vitreum) ocx::asionally appeared. Hunt (1965) 
foun:l that northern pike consumed more trout than mottled sculpins 
(Cottus bairdi), white suckers, and blacknose dace (Rhinichthys 
atratulus). Northern pike consumed pr.ilnarily yellow perch and trout­
perch (Percopsis omiscomaycus) (Lawler 1965). White suckers, spottail 
shiners (Notropis hudsonius), and sticklebacks were also irrportant, 
while burt>ots (Iota lota), northern pike, walleyes, and johnny darters 
(EtheostOira nigrum) were ocx::asionally eaten. crabtree (1969) found 
northern pike consumed gizzard shad, lepomids, and largerrouth bass in 
equal numbers. Chain pickerel diet contained mostly golden shiners; 
bullheads arrl lepomids were more common than yellow perch (Raney 1942); 
yellow perch dominated the diet of muskellunge (Hourston 1952) . 
Largemouth bass diet consisted mostly of yellow perch, but 
bullheads, minnows, lepomids, ·darters, killifish, arrl bass were also 
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eaten (Seaburg and Moyle 1964) . Lewis et al. (1974) found that 
largenouth bass primarily consmned gizzard shad and fewer bullheads and 
centrarchids. 
Walleye diets can also vary. YellCM perch dominated the diet of 
walleyes in the spring of 1959, but diet switched to spottail shiners 
(Notropis hudsonius) and emerald shiners (N. atherinoides) as the 
season progressed (Parsons 1970) . In 1960, shiners were utilized in 
spring and summer, while young alewives (Alosa pseudoharengus) were 
utilized in the fall. Walleyes primarily ate yearling shiners in spring 
and age-0 clupeids in summer and fall (Knight 1984) . Yellow perch 
dominated the diet of walleyes in a Minnesota lake (Seaburg and Moyle 
1964) and in Michigan lakes (Schneider and Kelly 1973) . 
Species Interaction 
Interactions between fish species can have an effect on the 
population dynamics of one or all species concerned. Forney ( 197 4) 
found that adult walleyes utilized young white perch (Merone americana) 
and walleyes when yellow perch abundance was lCM. He concluded that 
when yellow perch were abundant, they acted as a buffer to white perch 
and walleyes, thus increasing survival of these species. Nelson and 
Walburg (1977) obseJ:ved walleyes feeding on their own offspring and 
suggested that this was due to lCM forage fish abundance. 
Kelso am Ward (1977) found that behavioral differences between 
yellCM perch and walleyes influenced walleye food consumption. Adult 
and juvenile yellow perch were inactive at night, while age-0 yellow 
perch were active arrl were utilized by walleyes. 
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Johnson (1977) fourxi that age-1 yellow perch and walleyes 
conprise.d a large part of northern pike diet before and after white 
sucker rem:,va1., but walleyes conprised a greater volume after. More 
walleyes were eaten after white sucker rem:,va1. due to increased 
smvival and availability. Abundance and growth of northern pike, 
walleyes, and largennith bass were related to the abundance of yellow 
perch (Arx:ierson and Schupp 1986) . Yellc:M perch were the most i.rrp:>rtant 
prey fish of the three species, but predation by northern pike on all 
sizes of yellow perch appeared to reduce their numbers. 
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INI'ROtxJcrION 
Fingerling stocking is an important management practice used to 
establish or maintain walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) populations in 
lakes and porns. Mortality due to predation by fish such as largemouth 
bass (Micropterus salmoides) and northern pike (Esox lucius) h01r.Tever, 
may reduce walleye fingerling smvival when a desirable prey is 
unavailable. 
Food habits of largemouth bass and northern pike have been 
studied under laborato:ry (Beyerle and Williams 1968, Lewis et al. 1961) 
an:i natural conditions (Iawler 1965, Seaburg an:i Moyle 1964). Under 
laborato:ry conditions where prey species, sizes, an:i abundance can be 
controlled, largemouth bass arrl northern pike select soft-rayed species 
( cyprinids, catostomids) over spiny-rayed species ( centrarchids, 
ictalurids) (Mauck arrl Coble 1971, Weithman an:i Anderson 1977, Spinelli 
et al. 1985, Engstrom-Heg et al. 1986)). Under natural conditions 
however, where there is less control over prey species, sizes, and 
abundance, largemouth bass arrl northern pike tend to select species 
which are the nost abundant, regardless of fin-ray type. Spiny-rayed 
yellOlrl perch (Perea flavescens) were selected over cyprinids, 
catostomids, arrl salmonids (Frost 1954, Seaburg and Moyle 1964, Lawler 
1965). 
No one has examined walleye vulnerability to predation under 
laboratory conditions, consequently I conducted a study to detennine 
largemouth bass and northern pike diet when offered three types of prey 
fish: a fusifonn, soft-rayed cyprinid, laterally compressed, 
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spiny-rayed lepomids, and the fusifo:rm, spiny-rayed walleye. Data from 
a preliminary study in 1986 suggested that largemouth bass and northern 
pike selected walleye fingerlings inte:rmediately between fathead 
minnows and orangespotted sunfish (Appemix 1) . I also compared 
circular and rectangular test tanks for use in predator preference 
experi.m:mts, and nonitored predation on walleye fingerlings after 
stocking in natural pords containing largemouth bass and northern pike. 
MEIHOOO AND MATERIAIS 
Iaboratocy Studies 
All experim:mts were corrlucted in the outdoor aquaculture 
facility at South Dakota State University. 'Ihe experim:mtal design of 
this study was based on previous experim:mts that investigated prey 
preferred by largemouth bass and northern pike (Beyerle and Williams 
1968, Mauck and Coble 1971, Espinosa and Deacon 1973, Weithman and 
Arrlerson 1977, Spinelli et. al 1985). 
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Prey species were chosen because they are canunon in South Dakota 
and had body shapes and fin ray types that may influence their 
vulnerability to predation (Webb 1986). Prey fish were fathead minnows 
(Pimephales promelas), bluegills (I.epomis machrochirus), orangespotted 
sunfish (L. humilus), bluegill/green sunfish hybrids, and walleyes. 
Prey fish were obtained by seining natural waters in eastern South 
Dakota or purchased (fathead minnows) corrunercially. 
Approximately 635 walleyes, 600 lepomids, and 3, 000 fathead 
minnows were divided by species into four lots and one lot of each 
species stocked into four 0. 02-hectare porrls to insure that each 
species was treated similarly. Zooplankton and approximately 400 gravid 
fathead minnows were introduced four weeks prior to the addition of 
prey fish. largemouth bass and northern pike were captured by angling 
am seining and held separately by species in 1, 200-liter rectangular 
test tanks for 3 and 14 days, respectively before an acclimation period 
began. 
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Experimental Protocol 
Experiments were corrlucted in 13, 1, 200-liter, 275 X 75 X 55 cm, 
light blue rectangular tanks, and four, light green circular tanks (120 
cm diameter; 75 cm depth) . Tanks had no artificial habitat structures, 
but "comer effects" were possible in rectangular tanks (Spinelli et 
al. 1985) . All tanks were equipped with a surface agitator, similar to 
those used in fish haulirq tanks. Dechlorinated tap water was used to 
fill and flush tanks between experimental trials. Experiments were 
corrlucted at 16. 5-230c. 
Eighteen predators were used; three lai:gemouth bass and three 
northem pike were tested in circular tanks, while six each were tested 
in rectangular tanks. One tank of each shape contained only prey fish 
as a control treatment. Predators received a fonnalin bath treatment 
(Piper et al. 1983) , were introduced sirqly into tanks, and acclimated 
for five days. 'Ihey were offered 10-20 young-of-the-year yellOvl perch 
(40-50 nun, TL) on the first day of acclimation. New in:tividuals were 
added once daily to replace eaten fish until 24 hours prior to the 
experiment. At that time, predators were removed, anesthetized, 
measured (Table 3) , weighed, and returned. 
Prey fish were seined from holding ponds, anesthetized, measured 
(Table 3) , and held in a recovery tank for 10 minutes before they were 
simultaneously introduced into tanks containirq predators. Introduced 
fish were approximately the same length which was between 20-25% and 
17-28% of largemouth bass and northem pike length, respectively (Table 
3) . Screen dividers separatirq predator and prey were removed 10-20 
minutes after prey introduction and a screen cover placed over each 
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tank. Tanks were left urrlisturbed for 24 hours, after which missing and 
dead fish were recorded, remaining live fish were rem:wed, and new 
i.n:lividuals added. 'Ihe experiment ronsisted of 4 - 24 hour perioos, 
after which the largemouth bass and northern pike were anesthetized, 
remeasured and reweighed. Numbers of prey fish eaten in circular and 
rectangular tanks were multiplied and divided by 1. 5 respectively to 
obtain an equal sample size of 4. 5 for statistical purposes, and were 
analyzed usin:J categorical data analysis (CA'IM'JD) (Freelren 1987) . 
Field Studies 
Predation on stocked walleye fingerlings by largemouth bass and 
northern pike was investigated urrler natural ex>nditions in gravel pits 
near Brookin:Js, South Dakota. A 3-hecta:re pit was used in 1986 and an 
adjacent 7-hecta.re pit was used in 1987. Both ponds ex>ntained well 
established largemouth bass populations and a feM northern pike. Forage 
fish in the 3-hectare porrl ronsisted of yellow perch, green sunfish, 
and lai:genouth bass, while the 7-hectare porrl ex>ntained green sunfish, 
small numbers of fathead minnows and darters, and lai:gemouth bass. Both 
ponds ex>ntained aburrlant submersed vegetation. 
Population Estimates 
Population estimates were made using the Schnabel mark and 
recapture procedure for lai:gemouth bass (� 100 mm) and all northern 
pike before and after walleyes were stocked. Fish were marked by 
clipping the left pelvic fin. A 240-V AC electrofishing boat was used 
both years to capture fish. A 75 X 3 m seine (6 mm mesh, bar measure) 
Table 3. 
Tank 
er 
RI' 
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Mean total l� (nun) , ( starrlard deviation in parenthesis) 
of three species of prey fish offered to largemouth bass 
(Micropterus salmoides) (IMB) am northern pike (Esox lucius) 
(NOP) un:ier laboratory corrlitions. CI'=circular tank, 
RI'=rectangular tank. 
Predator 
Species Total Walleye 
length 
IMB 248 62 (5.4) 
IMB 256 61 (4. 9) 
IMB 252 62 (7 .0) 
NOP 314 76 (7. 7) 
NOP 285 57 (6.0) 
NOP 292 67 (6.5) 
IMB 250 58 (5.0) 
IMB 235 49 (2.8) 
IMB 243 60 (6. 6) 
IMB 236 56 (7 . 1) 
IMB 246 58 (4 .6) 
IMB 230 51 (4. 6) 
NOP 294 73 (5.4) 
NOP 264 74 (5. 7) 
NOP 288 58 (8.0) 
NOP 262 68 (8.0) 
NOP 336 58 (4.8) 
NOP 344 65 (5. 8) 
Prey fish 
Fathead 
I.epomi
dsa 
minnow 
61 (5. 1) 61 (5.7) 
59 (6. 5) 57 (4. 1) 
61 (5.0) 64 (7 . 6) 
66 (2. 6) 75 (6. 0) 
56 (6. 1) 56 (5. 0) 
65 (3. 6) 68 (4. 9) 
58 (5. 7) 57 (7. 8) 
47 (2. 6) 50 (2. 9) 
59 (5. 8) 60 (9. 3) 
55 (6. 9) 57 (8. 2) 
60 (4. 0) 56 (3. 2) 
49 (4. 7) 51 (3. 4) 
67 (3 .5) 76 (6. 5) 
66 (2. 5) 74 (4. 3) 
55 (6. 7) 56 (7.4) 
65 (3. 4) 71 (5. 2) 
56 (5. 3) 59 (7. 6) 
61 (6. 8) 64 (8. 0) 
a orangespotted sunfish, bluegills, am bluegill/green sunfish hybrids 
was also used in 1987. Fish were collected on three dates in 1986 and 
10 in 1987. 
Diet Analysis 
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Stomach samples were collected from largemouth bass and northern 
pike before and after walleye fingerlings were stcx:::ked. 'lwo days before 
walleye fingerlings were stocked in the 3-hectare pond in 1986, stoma.ch 
contents of 14 largerrouth bass (357-120 nun, TL) were collected using 
gastric lavage (Fo:r:ney 1974) and preserved in 10% fo:analin. No northern 
pike were collected. Fish were collected on five sampling dates from 31 
to 22 days prior to walleye introduction into the ?-hectare pond in 
1987. Stomach contents were collected from 57 largemouth bass (402-105 
nun, TL) and one northern pike ( 462 nun, TL) • 
In 1986, stomach contents from eight largemouth bass were 
collected on the first night after stocking and nine on the third. In 
1987, stomach contents from 23 largerrouth bass were collected on the 
night of stocking, and 18 and 25 one and three days after stocking, 
respectively. Sarrpling was again conducted 111 days after stocking in 
1987 to detennine walleye survival. No sampling was conducted on the 
night of stocking in 1986 because stocking occurred at 1700, whereas 
those stocked in 1987 were stocked at 1300. 
Walleye Fi.nc:Jerli.nc:J Stocking 
In 1986, approxmately 2, 500 walleye fingerlings were 
transported in a 314-liter insulated, aerated, fish hauling tank from 
the Garrison Dam National Fish Hatchery, Ri ve:rdale, North Dakota, to 
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the 3-hectare porrl where 1, 521 walleyes (35 mm, mean TL) were randomly 
selected for stocking. Walleye fingerlings in 1987 were obtained from 
the Valley City National Fish Hatchery, Valley City, North Dakota, and 
transported to the 7-hectare porrl in two 946-liter insulated, aerated, 
fish hauling tanks. '!he porrl received an estimated 5, 593 (53 mm, mean 
TL) fin:Jerlings. Fingerlings were stcx::ked at one site along the 
shoreline of each porrl after aoclimation to porrl tenperatures. Stocked 
walleyes remained in loose schools while dispersing along the vegetated 
shoreline arrl appeared healthy. 
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laboratory Studies 
'!here was a significant difference anx>nJ prey fish in 
vulnerability to predation by both predators (p = • 0001) • Fathead 
minnows were selected 2. 6 times more frequently than walleyes and 5 .7  
times more than lepomids (Table 4) • Largemouth bass and northern pike 
together captured significantly more prey in circular than rectangular 
tanks (p = . 0125) . Predator species did not differ in prey fish 
preference but there were differences between predators in the number 
of prey fish eaten. Largemouth bass displayed a more general selection 
pattern, selectinJ more walleyes and lepomids (50% of diet) conpared to 
northern pike (7% of diet) (Table 4) . 
largemouth bass and northern pike in circular tanks gained 1-3 
nun in length and 5-18 g in weight. In rectangular tanks, predators 
gained 0-4 nun in length, but weight varied from a loss of 4 to a gain 
of 30 g. 
Field Studies 
Population estimates for largemouth bass were 273 (95% 
confidence interval=129-524) for the 3-hectare porxi and 3, 550 (95% 
confidence interval=2604-4620) for the 7-hectare porxi. No northern pike 
were recaptured either year. 
over both 1986 and 1987, no walleye finJerlinJs could be 
identified in stomach contents obtained from 83 largemouth bass and 1 
northern pike, however other fish were eaten. Generally, largemouth 
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bass stanach contents contained a higher percentage of fish prior to 
walleye stocking than after, probably due to the aburrlance of small 
young-of-the-year fish. Eleven yellow perch and five largeIOC>Uth bass 
were fourrl in stanachs taken prior to stocking in 1986. In 1987, 151 
fish were identified from largemouth bass stomachs collected over five 
pre-stocking samplirg periods. Iargem:JU.th bass were most frequently 
eaten (n=144) , followed by green sunfish (n=6) and darters (Etheostona 
spp.) (n=l) . After walleye were stocked, largem:JU.th bass ate 13 
largemouth bass, 3 yellow perch, and 1 green sunfish in 1986, and only 
5 largerouth bass in 1987. Diet after walleye stocking consisted 
primarily of adult insects arrl aquatic macroinvertebrates in 1987 
(Table 5) , probably because adult insects (e. g. mayflies) were emerging 
at the time of sarnplirg. 
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Table 4. Number of prey fish eaten by lai:ge.roouth bass (Micropterus 
salm:>ides) (IMB) an:l northern pike (Esox lucius) (NOP) during 
4, 24-hour pericx:ls in circular (er) an:l rectangular (RI') 
tanks. 
Tank Predator No. Prey fish 
Walleye Fathead Iepomidsa Total 
minnow 
er 
IMB 3 29 48 9 86 
NOP 3 3 39 3 45 
Total 6 32 87 12 131 
RI' 
IMB 6 19 21 12 52 
NOP 6 5 35 1 41 
Total 12 24 56 13 93 
Total 18 56 143 25 224 
Combined 
a Oran;Jespotted sunfish, bluegills, an:l bluegill/green sunfish hybrids 
• 
Table 5. Percent occurrence of focxl items in largemouth bass 
(Micropterus sal.moides) stomachs frcm a 3-hectare p:md, 
am a ?-hectare porrl, 1987. 
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1986 
Year Days before (-) Number Fisha Adult Aquatic otherh 
or after (+) of Insects Macro-
stocking Stomachs Inverts. 
1986 -2 14 86 7 36 7 
+l 8 88 13 25 0 
+3 9 67 33 56 0 
1987 -31 38 68 37 84 39 
-29 11 73 27 55 0 
-27 2 0 100 50 0 
-25 5 40 60 60 0 
-22 1 100 0 100 0 
0 23 4 100 57 0 
+l 18 6 78 78 6 
+3 25 12 80 80 4 
a Yellow perch, green sunfish, largemouth bass, darter 
b Small mammals am zooplankton 
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DISCUSSION 
Iaboratory Studies 
My fi.rrlirgs agree with those of others who showed that 
largenouth bass and northern pike generally selected soft-rayed prey 
fish over species containing annament (i. e. dorsal, anal, arrljor 
pectoral spines) in circular (Lewis et al. 1961, Mauck and Coble 1971) 
and rectangular (Beyerle and Williams 1968, Weithman and Anderson 1977) 
tanks. Unique to my experiment was the use of walleye fingerlings as a 
prey species. Walleyes are a fusifonn (easily swallowed) fish, but also 
have spines which would perhaps make them more difficult to swallow. It 
is urrlerstamable that they fell between the easiest prey to swallow 
(fusifonn, soft-rayed) and the hardest (compressifonn, spiny-
rayed) (Table 4) . In contrast to my fin:lings of selection differences 
between spiny-rayed prey, Beyerle and Williams (1968) fourrl that 
northern pike did not select a spiny-rayed, fusifonn fish (yellow 
perch) over spiny-rayed, compressifonn fish (I.epomis spp. ) .  
Body mo:r.phology may influence predator selection (Webb 1986) and 
was probably the primary factor influencing largemouth bass and 
northern pike selection. However, prey fish behavior should also be 
considered. Although this study was not designed to obse:rve behavioral 
interactions between the predators and prey, brief obse:rvations were 
made when the screen tank covers were removed. I.epomids, especially 
orangespotted sunfish, utilized corners of the rectangular tanks and 
were generally inactive. At times it was difficult to distinguish the 
fish from a wooden strip holding the screen in place. Fathead minnows 
ten::led to school and swim near the bottom. Walleye fingerlings tended 
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to be bottom oriented arrl swam alone or in groups, thus behaving more 
like fathead minnows than lepomids. 'Ihese distribution patterns may 
have resulted from lifting the tank cover (i. e. a fright response), but 
pei:haps also represented their response to predator attacks. Hatton 
(1977) reported that vulnerability of soft arrl spiny-rayed fish to 
largeroc>Uth bass predation was related to prey fish activity. 'Ihe more 
active soft-rayed fish was eaten mre than the less active spiny-rayed 
one (Hatton 1977). 
In other studies, lepomids associated with the surface arrl/or 
corners or edges of the holding tank (Beyerle arrl Williams 1968, Savino 
arrl stein 1982, Moody et al. 1986). Fathead minnows schooled in the 
middle (Moody et al. 1986), or close to the bottom (Beyerle arrl 
Williams 1968). Walleye fingerling behavior in laboratory tanks has not 
been reported, but under natural conditions they tended to become 
benthic at 25-30 mm (Colby 1979). Tank shape, therefore, probably was 
the primary factor influencing prey fish vulnerability to predation, 
however tank color may also have accounted for the higher predation 
rate in circular tanks. 
Field Studies 
Iargencuth bass arrl northern pike did not prey on walleye 
fingerlings 0-3 days after stocking, a period when vulnerability to 
predation may be high (Henderson 1980) • Most saugeye (walleye X sauger 
hybrid) stocked in a 0. 37-hectare porn were eaten by largemouth bass 
within one week (Lynch et al. 1982). Iargencuth bass predation on 
stocked tiger nruskellunge (nruskellunge X northern pike hybrid) occurred 
within eight hours after stocking and increased through the third day 
(stein et al. 1981) • 
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'lhe absence of walleye fingerlir:gs in largemouth bass stomachs 
may be related to the aburrlance of alternate prey. Walleye may have 
survived predation by largemouth bass in 1986 due to an abundance of 
other fish. Largemouth bass, yellow perch, and green sunfish were found 
in largemouth bass stomachs. In 1987, an emergence of adult insects 
after stocking the walleye fingerlings may have reduced i1mnediate post­
stocking predation because largemouth bass diet consisted prilllarily of 
adult insects and aquatic macroinvertebrates. Ritchie and Colby (1988) 
reported that an abun::iance of burrowing mayflies may have alleviated 
predation pressure on young-of-the-year walleye. 
Although predation within three days of stocking was probably 
not an i.np:>rtant nortality factor, predation during the sununer could 
have occurred because no walleye were recovered 111 days after 
stocking. Once prey fish such as yellow perch, largem::>uth bass, and 
fathead minnows were reduced, predators probably switched to the next 
available species. Both walleyes and lepomids were present, but 
largemouth bass and northern pike could have selected walleyes over 
lepomids, much like they did under laborato:ry con::litions (Wolters 
1988) . 
'lhe behavior of stocked walleye may have allowed them to avoided 
initial predation by largemouth bass after stoc:::kin1. nie fingerlings 
may have been able to avoid predation by schooling along the shallow, 
vegetated shoreline where encounters with largemouth bass and northern 
pike would be limited. Colby (1979) stated young-of-the-year walleye 
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terrled to school, and walleyes 25-35 nun becane bent.hie and oove toward 
shallow (0. 3-1. 2 m) sheltered bays and shoreline areas. Lynch et al. 
(1982) however, noted that saugeye survival was lowest in small ponds 
(0. 31-0. 37 hectares) containing dense aquatic vegetation, but low 
survival was probably due to a high density of predators, or saugeyes 
not utilizing the vegetation as cover. 
'Ihe aburrlance, species, and sizes of prey fish present in a l::xJdy 
of water containing largerrouth bass aro;or northern pike may effect the 
outcome of walleye fingerling introductions. Generally, northern pike 
grew and survived better in lakes containing minnows as food fish 
compared to bluegill (Beyerle 1978) . Walleye fingerling survival would 
probably be highest under conditions where abundant soft-rayed, 
fusifonn fish (cyprinids) persist which can buffer walleye from 
predation. In envirornnents dominated by spiny-rayed, fusifonn fish 
(i. e. yellow perch) , walleye fingerlings survival would probably be 
intennediate whereas with spiny-rayed, compressifonn fish (i. e. 
lepornids) survival would be low. Yellow perch aburoance and presence of 
fathead minna-Js may reduce predation on walleyes (Johnson 1969, Forney 
1974, Arrlerson and Schupp 1986) and channel catfish (Spinelli et al . 
1985) , thus increasing survival. 
• 
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MANAGEMENr IMPLICATIONS 
I.aboratoi:y studies showed that large.nnrt:h bass and northen1 pike 
selected fathead minnows over walleye fingerlin;Js and lepomids. It is 
well documented in the literature that these predators prefer soft­
rayed prey fish over spiny-rayed ones. Differences, however, were seen 
in the selection patterns for the two spiny-rayed species. Northen1 
pike were irore specific in their selection than largemouth bass, eating 
fewer walleyes and lepomids. Field studies showed that walleye 
fingerlings were not especially vulnerable to predation by largemouth 
bass inunediately after stocking, probably because of an abun::iance of 
other fish such as largemouth bass, yellow perch, green sunfish and 
aquatic insects. 
'lllese fi.rxlings may assist fisheries managers in explaining 
differences in stocking success anorg lakes containing largemouth bass 
arx:ljor northern pike. Walleye fingerling sw:vival may be better in 
lakes and porns containing irostly northern pike as the primary predator 
when a soft-rayed prey fish is abundant. Contracy, in envirornnents 
devoid of soft-rayed prey fish, but containing spiny-rayed fish, 
walleyes may sw.vive better with largemouth bass than northern pike 
because of their irore general selection pattern (i. e. selecting more 
lepomids) • Urrler corrlitions where both predators are aburrlant, managers 
might compensate by increasing stocking rates or increasing the sizes 
of walleyes stocked. 
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GRCMIH AND SURVIVAL OF 'IW) GENEI'IC S'IOCKS OF 
WALIEYE IN FONOO WI'IH AND w.rIHaJI' PREDlfil)RS 
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INI'ROOJCrION 
'!he walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) is a popular sport fish in 
South D:ikota; therefore, it is important that management practices for 
walleyes anticipate increasin:J dernam. stocking walleye fry and 
fin;Jerlin:Js might help meet increased dernam by enhancin:J year-class 
strength in lakes where walleye populations are declinin:J. In 1986 and 
1987, South D:ikota Game, Fish and Parks personnel stocked over 66 . 8  
million walleye fry and over 3, 000, 000 walleye fin:Jerlin:Js into state 
waters (Hanten 1986, 1987) . However, results have been variable and 
stock.inJ alone has not guaranteed sucx::essful year-classes (Hansen 
1987) . 
Recnri:bnent of stocked walleyes to the harvest probably depends 
on factors other than size or densities stocked. Factors such as area, 
year, and food availability (Ney 1978) , envirornnental conditions and 
anount of predation (Riss 1981) , fishin:J pressure and harvest 
regulations (Iaannan 1978) , and competition have an effect on growth 
and sw:vi val and should be considered when any walleye enhancement 
program is intplemented for a particular l:xx:ly of water. Another factor 
which may affect growth and sw:vival perfonnance of walleyes is the 
genetic make-up of the stocked fish, however, genetic stocks must first 
be identified. 
Methods and materials used in stock identification are reviewed 
by Ihssen et al. {1981) , while methods used to detennine biological 
differences among walleye stocks is reviewed by Colby and Nepszy 
(1981) . Biochemical and morphological methods used to differentiate 
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walleye stocks have had limite:l success in the past. Using 
electrophoresis to analyze plasma protein compositions have generally 
been unsuccessful in directly identifying walleye stocks, while using 
isozymes of malate dehydrogenase (MCH) have been nore successful ( Colby 
arrl Nepszy 1981). Using norphology alone as a method to differentiate 
walleye stocks has been unsuccessful, whereas differences in 
physiological characters (age, growth, maturation, arrl fecundity) have 
been observed in walleyes, but are thought to be phenotypic expressions 
caused by the envirornnent, rather than genotype (COlby arrl Nepszy 
1981). In recent years, electrophoretic, noi:phological, arrl meristic 
measurements have been successful in distinguishing walleye stocks 
throughout the Unite:l States (Murphy 1986), arrl in the state of South 
I::akota (waltner 1988). 'Ihese techniques, when refined, will enable 
fisheries managers to identify stock structure within a particular 
envirornnent, arrl also use the genetic variability among stocks as a 
marking tool for growth arrl survival studies. Electrophoretic methods 
have been used to separate native walleye stocks from introduced ones 
(COlby arrl Nepszy 1981) • 
'Ihe genetic make-up of walleye stocks in South Dakota has 
recently been investigate:! because of changes in egg taking. 'Ihe 
importance of walleye stocks for egg taking in the northeastern glacial 
lakes has declined due to the egg potential of walleye stocks in lake 
Oahe (Missouri River). In 1981, 2, 438, 500 walleye eggs were collected 
from lake Oahe; this represente:l only 7. 2 % of the total walleye egg 
take for that year by the State of South Dakota (Meester 1985). By 
1984, lake Oahe eggs accounte:l for 95 % of the total eggs taken 
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(Meester 1985) . An egg production potential study corrlucted on a 
northeastern glacial lake (Blue Dog) arrl lake Oahe in 1984 showed that 
lake Qahe walleyes could prcxiuce 22, 987, 800, 000 eggs corcpared to 
152, 010, 000 Blue Dog lake walleye eggs (Meester 1985) . 'As of 1985, all 
egg taking efforts have been corrlucted on lake oahe. 
SWitchirq from the northeastern glacial lakes brood stock to 
lake oahe brood stock created concerns about the genetic factors which 
could affect growth arrl survival perfonnance of the Missouri River 
stock when intrcxiuced into glacial lakes. Habitat, forage base, and 
water chemistry differ between the two areas. such envirornnental 
differences might have molded walleye stocks with different genotypic, 
phenotypic, or behavioral traits. '!he two stocks were recently compared 
usinJ protein electrophoresis arrl analysis of meristic arrl mo:rphometric 
measurements. '!he stocks differed at one genetic locus codinJ for 
general nruscle protein. Certain mo:rphometric characteristics also 
varied between stocks, but no one characteristic could be used to 
separate stocks (Waltner 1988) . 
Stocks may also be characterized by perfonnance traits such as 
growth, reprcxiuction, behavior, arrl tolerance to stressors such as 
temperature, oxygen, arrl pH fluctuations (Thssen et al. 1981) . 
Perfonnance differences have been fourrl in domesticated brood stocks of 
trout (salvelinus spp. ; Salmo spp. ) (Kincaid and Beny 1986) , catfish 
(Ictalurus spp. ) (D..mham am Smitheman 1985) , largemouth bass 
(Micropterus salmoides) (Fhillip 1981) , arrl Atlantic salmon (Salmo 
salar) (Sanders 1981) • However, no work has been published on 
perfonnance differences aroc>ng walleye stocks. '!he objective of Part II 
of this study was to campare the northeastern glacial lake stock of 
walleyes (Blue Dog lake) am Missouri River stocks of walleyes (lake 
oahe am lake Sakakawea) for growth am survival in grow-out ponds. 
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MEIB)J:S AND MATERIALS 
Spawnirg 
In the sprirg of 1986 arrl 1987, the South O:urota Game, Fish and 
Parks Department collected walleye eggs for this study fran two 
sources, the Missouri River (lake oahe) arrl a northeastern glacial lake 
(Blue Dcq lake) . 'Ihe Missouri River eggs were a subsalrple from the 
millions of eggs collected for the walleye stocking program of the 
state. 'Ille Blue Dog lake eggs were collected specifically for this 
study. Blue Dog lake was chosen as an egg source because it was not 
stocked with lake oahe fry (Hansen 1987) , therefore walleyes present 
were thought to be pure northeastern glacial stock. 
In 1986, eggs fran lake oahe (Gran:i River) were collected durirg 
the third arrl fourth week in April, while 'Ihe Blue Dog lake walleye 
eggs were collected 22, 24, arrl 25 April. fyke nets (2. 5 en, bar 
measure) were used at both locations to capture walleye brcxxl stock. In 
1987, lake oahe (Foster Bay) eggs were collected on 22 April usinq fyke 
nets (2. 5  en, bar measure) , whereas the Blue Dog lake eggs were 
collected on 14, 15, 16, arrl 17 April usirg sbnilar fyke nets and gill 
nets (5. 1 en, bar measure) . Gill nets were fished at night arrl checked 
ar.proxilllately every hour. AWroxilllately two males were used to 
fertilize eggs fran one female, reducirg the possibility of parental 
effects. All walleyes used fran Blue Dog lake were age-4 arrl greater, 
eliminatirg lake oahe walleyes that might have escaped the Blue Dog 
State Fish Hatchery. In 1987, 14 female walleyes fran Blue Dog lake 
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were crossed with 19 Blue Dog males. Scale samples were taken and ages 
verified by south Dakota Game, Fish and Parks biologists. 
lake oahe walleye eggs were transported after spawnin;J to the 
Blue Dog state Fish Hatchery where Blue Dog walleye eggs were also 
reared. :Eggs were placed in separate incubation jars labeled according 
to origin, and hatched \..U'rler standard procedures. Hatching occurred in 
24-28 days. 
Walleye f:ry 
Initial stock corcparison was coooucted by introducing walleye 
fry of each stcx::k into grow-out pooos at the Blue Dog state Fish 
Hatchery. Pooos were fertilized according to standard procedures, i . e .  
alfalfa, phosphorus, and ammonia were added prior to stocking to 
prorrote and establish zooplankton populations as food for the walleye 
fry. Porrl preparation and nonitoriDJ was the responsibility of hatchery 
personnel. 
1986 
All lake oahe walleye fry (175, 000) were stocked in one 0 . 81 
hectare porrl on 21 May, while the Blue Dog lake fry (174, 900) were 
stocked in the same-sized porrl on 20, 21 May. Water temperatures were 
14. 5 and 15°c, respectively. Average stocking date was considered to be 
21 May for both lake oahe and Blue Dog lake walleye fry in 1986 for 
growth corcparisons. 
Sanples of lake Qahe arrl Blue Dog lake walleye fry were 
collected at stocking to compare length arrl weight. Length arrl weight 
carrparisons were again made 6, 14, arrl 26 days after stocking. 
1987 
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'!Wo 0. 81 hectare porrls were used for each stock in 1987. lake 
Qahe fry were stocked over three days in one porn ( 13, 14, arrl 16 May) , 
while the secorn porn was stocked in one day ( 16 May) • Blue Dog lake 
fry were stocked over several days. One porn was stocked on 9, 10, and 
11 May, while the secorn was stocked on 11, 12, arrl 13 May. Average 
stocking dates are considered to be 16 May for the lake Qahe walleye 
fry arrl 11 May for the Blue Dog lake fry in 1987. 
Salrples of stocked lake Qahe arrl Blue Dog lake fry were taken to 
compare length arrl weight. Sanples :rconitoring fry growth of both stocks 
were taken at the same time after stocking, but due to a five-day lag 
pericxl of Lake Qahe fry, sample dates differed between stocks. Blue Dog 
lake fry were sampled 13, 24, arrl 36 days after stocking, while lake 
Qahe fry were sampled at 8, 19, arrl 31 days. water temperatures were 
taken during sampling periods. 
Walleye fry in both years were sampled with 0. 5- and 1. 0-m 
plankton nets during the first two weeks after stocking. '!Wo seines, a 
12 X 1. 5 m (4. 8 mm mesh, bar measure) arrl a 61 X 1. 2 m (6 mm mesh, bar 
measure) were used after that time to capture the fry. captured fry 
were preserva:i in a 4% fonnalin solution buffered with sucrose and 
sample j ars labeled with date arrl porn number. Buffering reduces 
shrinkage (length) and weight gain of fixed fry compared to unbuffered 
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10% fonnalin (Parker 1963) • Ien3th an:l wreight measurements of fish 
collected both years were made in the laboratory. Weights were 
detenninerl on a Mettler, sin:lle pan, analytical balance. Ien3th an:l 
weights were c::arpared between stocks at each sanplin:1 date usin:1 a t­
test for \ll'legUal. sanple sizes (ll:mon an:l Harvey 1987) . 
Walleye fimerlims 
1986 
'Ihe two hatchery grow-out porns used in 1986 were drained by 7 
July (48 days post-stockinJ) . Negligible numbers of lake oahe arrl Blue 
Dog lake f�erlin:;Js were collected. '!his problem also occurred in 
other porrls, for 11 of the 15 grow-out porns produced 159 , 695 walleye 
fin:lerlin:;Js, far below the 750, 000 expected (R. wagers, South Dakota 
Department of Game, Fish an:l Parks, personal cx:mm.mication) . To 
continue the study, Lake oahe fin:lerlings were obtained from other 
hatchery pon:ls, but were not the group on which grcMth data had been 
collected. Also, with the loss of Blue Dog Lake fish, only one stock 
was evaluated for growth am sw:vival. With the loss of the Blue Ixlg' 
lake stock, I could not perfonn a canparison study, but could evaluate 
the suitability of various grow-out porns (Table 6) for stcx::k 
canparison studies the follow� year. 
Porns used for f�erl� grow-out were man-made, an:l varied 
from a 0 . 81 hectare hatchery porn to a 5 .  7 hectare gravel pit (Table 
6) • Predators were absent in four of the six porns. '!he three 
University porns were toxified with Nusyn-Noxfish (rotenone, 
Table 6. Study sites am stocking densities used for walleye 
(Stizostedion vitreurn) fingerling growth am SillVival 
evaluations in 1986 am 1987. 
Porrl 
University 
#1 
University 
#2 
University 
#3 
Hectares 
0. 81 
0. 81 
0. 81 
Number 
stocked 
40ob 
4oob 
40ob 
Maxim.Im 
depth (m) 
3 
3 
3 
Location 
Brookings 
County 
Brookings 
County 
Brookings 
County 
Comments 
Borrow 
Pit 
Borrow 
Pit 
Borrow 
Pit 
45 
Blue DJg 0. 81 1,5ooc 2.4 Day 
County 
Hatchery 
Pond 
(Drainable) 
Gustafson 4. 5 
Buller 5. 7 
Universitya 0. 81 
#1 
University 0. 81 
#2 
University 0. 81 
#3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
a In:licates only pond used for stock comparison 
b Han:l counted 
c Based on 500 fish/lb. 
d Based on 568 fish/lb. 
e Based on 670 fish/lb. 
Brookings 
County 
Moody 
County 
Brookings 
County 
Brookings 
County 
Brookings 
County 
Gravel 
Pit 
Gravel 
Pit 
Borrow 
Pit 
Borrow 
Pit 
Borrow 
Pit 
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Penick Co�. )  at a concentration of 4 ng/liter in June, approxinlately 
three weeks before the firgerlin;Js were introduced. Most of the 
poisoned fish were reooved fran the poms am disposed of durirg the 
first day. '!he Blue Dog pon:l had been drained, am predators were 
excluded durirg fillirg. 'l"'1o porx:ls (Gustafson am Buller) contained 
other fish species (northern pike (Esox lucius) , yellow perch (Perea 
flavescens) , bullheads (Ictalu:rus spp. ) am represented a 100re natural 
enviromnent. 
Gravid fathead minnows (PimeJi)ales p:romelas) were introduced 
into all six poms so that mi.nnc:M fey lNOU.l.d be available as food for 
the walleye firgerlin;Js durirg the grc7N-OUt season. F.ach University 
porx:l received 8, 483 (17 liters) of adult minnows after detoxification 
(approximately five days) . '!he Blue Dog porx:l received 22, 455 (45 
liters) , while Gustafson am Buller porx:ls received 36, 926 (74 liters) 
am 43, 413 (87 liters) , respectively. 
Firgerlin;Js were transported in 473-liter fiberglass holdirg 
tanks with aeration, am stocked into five grow-out poms (Table 6) . A 
sixth pon:l (Blue Dog) was stocked three days later. Walleyes (n=5) were 
measured for len;Jth before beirg stocked ( except in the Blue Cog pond 
where eight fish were measured) . Walleyes were recaptured 16, 29, 36, 
am 37 days after stockirg the University, Blue Cog, Gustafson, and 
Buller poms, respectively. Sanplirg consisted of seinirg with a 75 x 3 
m seine (6  mm mesh, bar iooasure) . Fish collected were preserved in 10% 
fonnalin and jars labeled with date am porx:l. 
Walleye firgerlirgs in the Blue Cog porx:l were collected when it 
was drained on 21 August. Live fish were counted am len;Jth and weight 
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measurements taken on a ran:lanly selected sanple. Harvest was attempted 
in October fran the University, Gustafson, arx:l Buller poms usin:J a 75 
X 3 m seine (6 mm mesh, bar measure) . AWroximately 12 m::>nths after 
stocJcin;J (May 26, 1987) , rotenone was again applied to the three 
University poms to retrieve remainin:J walleyes fran the 1986 year 
class. All species of fish were retrieved for two days, arx:l all 
walleyes were presei:ved in 10% fomalin for later lerxfth arx:l weight 
measurements. 
1987 
Coded wire snout tags placed in the snout were used to mark the 
two stocks of walleyes in 1987 . '!he tags used on both stocks displayed 
a distin3uishin:J cx:x:le to detennine origin. I oonstructed head m::>lds 
that were suitable for 50 mm fish, the expected size of harvested 
fin:Jerlin:Js. Tag placement was satisfactory on presei:ved walleyes of 
this size, arx:l a preliminary taggin:J study usin:J live specimens was 
oorrlucted three days before two of the four study poms were to be 
drained. A total of 34 fin:Jerlin:Js (mean TL, 48 mm) , which had been 
held in hatchery troughs for awroximate1y 72 hours were tagged an:i 
retmned to the troughs for three days, after which m::>rtality an:i tag 
retention were detennined. Fish (32 alive, 2 dead) were passed through 
a magnetic field detector arx:l then presei:ved in 10% fonnalin for later 
analysis of tag placement. Tag placement was satisfactory on 10 of the 
34 tagged fish examined un:1er a disse.ctin:J microscope. Tags in others 
were either too deep, or to shallc,.,,. 
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'!he followirg ioornin}, two of the four stu:iy poms were drained 
(50 am 45 days post-stockinJ for the Blue Ik>g am lake oahe 
fingerlings respectively) • Iq:proximately 220 Blue Ik>g lake walleye 
fingerlings were collected fran one of the two stu:iy poms am placed 
in hatchery troughs. No lake oahe fingerlings were collected from the 
other porrl. Tv.10 hurored am three of the Blue Ik>g lake fingerlings were 
anesthetized, tagged, am passed through a quality control device 
designed to separate am camt tagged fran the untagged fish. On the 
same day, a search was corrlucted for a secorx:i source of fingerlin:J 
walleyes. lake Sakakawea walleye fingerlings (approximately 11, 000) 
were obtained the next day fran the Valley City National Fish Hatchery, 
Valley City, North I:akota to continue the study. A short while after 
transporting am placing the fish in hatchery troughs, fish began to 
die, probably because of transport stress. Iq:proximately 211 of the 
sw::viving 6, 500 lake Sakakawea fingerlings were tagged in the same 
manner as the Blue Ik>g lake fingerlings. '!he tagged fingerlings (both 
stocks) , am the :remaini.rq untagged lake Sakakawea walleye fin:Jerli.rqs 
were transported in four, 946-liter fiberglass holdi.rq tanks with 
aeration, am stocked into the three university Poms (Table 6). 
Sarcples of live Blue Ik>g lake am lake Sakakawea fingerlings were 
measured for total len;Jth before tagging. A rarx:ian sanple of Lake 
Sakakawea fingerlings (n=lOO) that were used to stock University Peros 
#2 am #3 was preserved in 10% fonnalin for len;Jth am weight 
measurements. 
'Ihe :remaini.rq two stu:iy porrls were drained the next day. No Blue 
Ik>g lake am approximately 400 lake oahe fingerlings were collected. 
Iake Oahe firgerli.n;s were not used in the stock evaluation because 
Iake Sakakawea walleye had already been tagged am Blue D:xJ Iake 
walleye ccw.d not have been held in hatchery troughs to await the 
drainage of the secorrl set of porrls b.1o days later. 
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only the three University porrls were used for firgerlirg grcM­
out in 1987-88 because of the small mnnber of available fish. All three 
were toxified on 26 May with rotenone to re.roove yearlinJ walleyes alo� 
with sane other fish species. After detoxification (approxiJDately six 
days) , 9,  481 (19 liters) gravid fathead minnows were introduced into 
eadl pcm. Water teirperatures were taken in all poms durirg sa.ITplirg 
periods. Dissolved oxygen was taken durirg critical periods am 
detennined usin;J the azide no:lification method (ARIA et al. 1980) . 
Various gear was used to collect walleyes durirg 1987-88 (Table 
7) . All walleyes captured (with the exception of walleyes collected 
durirg the 115 day sa.ITplirg period in University Porrls #2 am #3 ) were 
presei:ved in 10% formalin for tag retrieval am c:ieccxiin;J (University 
Porrl #1 only) am len:fth am weight measurements (all three pooos) in 
the laborato:cy. Ien3th am weight measurements were compared between 
stocks (University Porrl #1) usinJ t-tests for unequal sa.ITple sizes 
(Danon am Haivey 1987) • 
Table 7. Gear used to collect arrl number of days after stocking 
walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) fi.ngerlin3s from three 
University ponds, 1987-88. Fi.ngerlin3s stcx::ked on July 2 ,  
1987 . 
Gear University ponds 
1 2 3 
21 21 21 
42 42 42 
Fyke netb 64 63 63 
85-88 85-90 85-90 
Gill netC 89-90 115 
305 
301-309 
a 75 x 3 m ( 6 mm mesh, bar measure) 
b 1. 2 x 1.2 m frame with 22. 9  m lead (1. 3  en mesh, bar 
measure) 
115 
306 
c 61 x 1. 8 m m:>nofilament (2. 5 en mesh, bar measure) arrl 91 
x 1. 8 m cotton (2 . 5 en mesh, bar measure) 
d 3 ng/liter 
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Spawni,m 
'lhe 1986 spawn.in;J operation conducted on Blue Dog Iake obtained 
301, 000 walleye eggs in three days. An estimated one millon eggs were 
needed for the study. In 1987, collection efforts were increase;i arrl a 
total of 1, 145 , 000 walleye eggs were ootained over four days. Enough 
walleye eggs were collected fran Iake Qahe both years to fill the needs 
of the study for that brood stock. 
Walleye Fry 
1986 
Of the 301, 000 eggs collected fran the Blue Dog stock in 1986, 
about 174 , 900 (51%) sw:vived to the fry stage. Nonna! fcy return from 
walleye eggs usually ran:Jes fran 60-70%. 
Growth was canpared fran fcy collected on three different dates. 
Iake Qahe walleye fcy (n=36) were significantly longer than Blue Dog 
Iake fcy (n=22) at stocking (t=6. 84 , Table 8). No significant 
difference in weight was detected between the two stcx:::ks. When walleye 
fcy were canpared six days after stocking, Iake Qahe fish were 
significantly longer (t=4. 37) arrl heavier (t=4. 91) than the Blue Dog 
Iake fish. 'lhe sanple collected 26 days after stocking showed no 
significant differences in len;Jth arrl weight between the two 
stcx:::ks (Table 8) • Water ten"peratures were 17. 5 arrl 19. 50c in the Blue 
Dog arrl Iake Qahe poms respectively on 27 May, arx:I 20. 5 arx:I 21°c 
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Table 8. I.enJth (nun) arrl weight (g) of lake Qahe (Grand River) arrl 
Blue Ibg lake walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) fry stocked and 
collected in hatchery grow-out poms, 1986. Stamard 
deviation in parenthesis. 
lake Qahe Blue Dog lake 
Date Number Mean Mean Number Mean Mean 
leDJtll weight leDJtll weight 
May 21a 36 0. 1* 0.0034 22 7.2* 0. 0033 
(0.52) (0.0005) (0. 53) (0. 0005) 
May 27 15 9.0* 0.0044* 5 8.5* 0. 0036* 
(0.46) (0.0007) (0. 40) (0.0004) 
Jun 4 0 0 
Jun 16 4 16. 4  0.0525 5 19. 8 0. 0830 
(3 .81) (0.0388) (0. 45) (O. 0051) 
a Date stocked 
* Significant difference between stocks, t-test, unequal, P < 0.05 
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respectively on 16 July. Sampling was attenpted on 4 Jtme, but produced 
no walleye fr:y of either stock, probably because of poor weather 
cxn:litions (rainy, cloudy, rold) . Walleye fr:y terxied to be less active 
an:i seek the bottom when weather ron:litions are adverse. Water 
temperature on 4 June was 20°c in both pooos. 
Growth rate of walleye fr:y from Blue Dog lake was faster than 
� fr:y from lake oahe � in grow-out porns, even though the lake 
oahe fish were larger at stocking (Table 8) • However, small sample size 
may have misrepresented fr:y growth. Walleyes were difficult to collect 
as they grew an:i may have been able to avoid seine nets. 
1987 
Adequate numbers of fry hatched over five days from the 
1,145, 000 Blue Dog lake walleye eggs rollected so fry return was not 
calculated. '!his enabled the study porns to be stocked at the maximum 
(250, 000 fry/porrl) needed for this study. Excess fish were stocked 
elsewhere. lake oahe (Foster Bay) walleye fr:y were also stocked at this 
density. A significant difference (t=S. 19) was fourrl in both length and 
weight between the Blue Dog lake fry (n=25) arrl the lake oahe fry 
(n=Jl) at stocking (Table 9) . Blue Dog lake fry were 0. 6 :rmn arrl 0. 001 g 
larger than lake oahe fr:y. Sampling on three later dates produced 
either no fry or only Blue Dog lake fr:y (Table 9) . Water temperatures 
in the four pooos used for fry evaluations ranged from 18. 5 to 26°c 
during sampling periods. 
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Table 9. length (mm) and weight ( g) of lake oahe (Foster Bay) and Blue 
Dog lake walleye (Stizostedion vitremn) fry stocked and 
ex>llected. in hatchery grow-out porrls, 1987. Starrlard 
deviation in parenthesis. 
lake oahe Blue Dog lake 
D:ite Number Mean Mean Number Mean 
length weight length weight 
May 11 & 31 7. 9* 0. 0034* 25 8. 5* 0. 0044* 
May 16a ( 0. 3 0) (0. 0008) ( 0. 18) (0. 0003 ) 
May 24 0 0 
Jun 4 0 5 18. 9 0. 0692 
(2 . 18) (0. 0295) 
Jun 16 0 2 32. 6 0. 3387 
(1. 06) (0. 0591) 
a D:ites stocked: May 11 for Blue Dog lake fry and May 16 for lake oahe 
fry 
* Significant difference between stocks, t-test, unequal, P < 0. 05 
Walleye Fingerlings 
1986 
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'lhe negligible numbers of lake Calle arrl Blue Dog lake 
fingerlings collected when the porrl was drained was attributed to a 
reduction in zooplankton numbers (R. Wagers, South I:akota Deparbnent of 
Game, Fish arrl Parks, personal cx:mnunication) . Zooplankton decreased 
after a cold-front passed through the area, decreasing water 
temperatures arrl inhibiting growth of phytoplankton. consequently, only 
7, 755 fingerlings were available from other hatchery ponds for stocking 
grow-out ponds in early July. 
Growth of lake Calle fingerlings varied anorq grow-out ponds 
(Figure 1, Table 10) . Generally, walleye fingerlings grew better 
(length arrl weight) in the ponds devoid of predators (three University 
arrl Blue Dog ponds) than those containirq predators (Gustafson and 
Buller ponds) (Figure 1, Table 10) . 
'lhe three University ponds were toxified on 26 May, 1987 (323 
days after stocki.rq) . Fish in porrl #3 displayed the best growth 
followed by fish in ponds 2 and 1 in decreasing order (Figure 1) . 
Growth rate of walleyes in the Blue Dog porrl was faster compared to 
fish in the other ponds (Figure 1) • Walleyes from Buller porrl were 
approximately the same length on 15 August, 1987 as fish from the three 
University ponds 10 ioonths earlier (October 29, 1986) (Figure 1) . 
Walleyes taken from Gustafson porrl on 10 June, 1987 had an average 
length comparable to walleyes in the three University ponds during the 
secorrl week in September, 1986 (Figure 1) . 
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Figure 1 .-Length of Lake Oahe walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) from University Pond + 1  (U-1), 
¥2 (U-2), +3 CU-3) ,  Gustafson (Gl), Buller (BL), and Blue Dog (BO), 1 986-87. 
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Table 10. I.enJth (nun) arrl weight (g) of lake oahe walleye 
(Stizosteclion vitreum) fingerlings from six porns, 1986-87. 
Starxiard deviation in parenthesis. 
Porn Date Number Mean length Mean weight 
University Jul 7 1986a 5 46b o. 8a 
#1 Jul 23 1986 3 74C (25.15) 4.5c (3. 77) 
Oct 29 1986 2 211C (2.12) 80.5e (3.54) 
May 26 1987 124 206c (13.31) 75.9c (15.68) 
University Jul 7 1986a 5 46b o.8a 
#2 Jul 23 1986 0 
Oct 29 1986 67 201C (10. 31) 69.5e (13. 88) 
May 25 1987 113 211C (11. 12) 81.7c (14. 33) 
University Jul 7 1986a 5 46b o.8a 
#3 Jul 23 1986 0 
Oct 30 1986 8 198c (22. 42) 68. oe (21. 25) 
May 26 1987 43 222c (13.69) 105.6c (18.52) 
Blue Dog Jul 10 1986a 8 47b o. 8a 
Aug 8 1986 5 12oc (6. 95) 15.8c (4.09) 
Aug 21 1986 616 13gbf (9. 30} 21. 7bf (4. 93) 
Gustafson Jul 7 1986a 5 46b o.8a 
Aug 12 1986 2 99C (15.56) 9. oc (5. 66) 
Oct 16 1986 0 
Jun 10 1987 12 16ob (8. 37) 24.7b (6. 36) 
Buller Jul 7 1986a 5 46b o.8a 
Aug 13 1986 1 62c 2. oc 
Oct 17 1986 1 83C 5. oc 
Aug 15 1987 2 196c (12. 73) 68. 5c (12. 02) 
a Date stocked 
b Live fish 
c Presei:ved fish 
d F.stimated weight established from fish in 1987 
e F.stimated weight established from fish in 1987 am 1988 
f Based on a sarrple of 106 fish 
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SUrvival rate was calculated for the Blue Dog porrl because it 
was drainable arrl allowed ire to corrluct a census. A total of 616 
walleye fingerlings (139 mm, mean TL) were hal:vested from the Blue Dog 
porrl on 21 August, representing a survival rate of 41. 1% (Table 10) . 
1987 
'!he 1987 exper.ilnent in University Porrl #1 was the rrost important 
because it was the only exper.ilnent in which I was able to compare two 
walleye stc:x::ks for growth. Blue Dog lake walleye fingerlings were 
significantly larger (lenfth, t=2. 87; weight, t=2. 84) than lake 
Sakakawea fingerlings at stocking (Table 11). Small sample size is 
probably responsible for the lack of significant (p < 0. 05) growth 
differences between stocks collected on 23 July, 13 August, arrl 4 
September (Table 11). Although walleyes collected on 13 August did not 
shOIN any statistical differences in lenfth or weight, lake Sakakawea 
walleyes were 10 mm longer arrl 6. 1 g heavier than Blue Dog lake 
walleyes. 
Sample size increased when University Porrl #1 was sampled over 
six days in late September, yet there was no significant difference 
between stocks in lenfth arrl weight. At this titre, lake Sakakawea 
walleyes had a 5 mm arrl a 1. 2 g advantage over Blue Dog lake walleyes 
(Table 11). When University Porrl #1 was toxified approxbnately 10 
months after stocking, a significant difference was fourrl between the 
two stc:x::ks in lenfth (t=5. 79) arrl weight (t=5.95) (Table 11). lake 
Sakakawea walleyes were 11 mm longer arrl 14. 6 g heavier than Blue Dog 
lake walleyes. 
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Table 11. Ien;Jth (nun) arrl weight (g) of Blue D:xJ I.ake, SD arrl I.ake 
Sakakawea, ND walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) fingerlings in 
University Pam #1 , 1987-88. Starxlard deviation in 
parenthesis. 
Blue Dog I.ake I.ake Sakakawea 
Date Gear Number Mean Mean Number Mean Mean 
len;Jth weight len;Jth weight 
Jul 2 ,  Stocked 16 55a* 1.4ob* 25 51a* 1. 1ob* 
1987 (4.58) (0.38) (3. 53) (0.29) 
Jul 23, Seine 4 108 12.8 2 106 11. 3 
1987 (2.22) (0.86) (2. 12) (0. 30) 
Aug 13 , Seine 9 148 34. 7 3 158 40. 8 
1987 (11. 52) (8. 81) (5.51) (3. 25) 
Sep 4 ,  Fyke net 1 201 77.0 3 188 59.3 
1987 (0) (0) ( 4. 93) (5.51) 
Sep 25- Fyke nets 14 215 96.2 43 220 97.4 
Sep 30 , & (11.53) (20.69) (10. 99) (17. 19) 
1987 Gill nets 
May 28- Poisoned 98 212* 84.2* 77 223* 98 . 8* 
May 3,  (14.05) (18.01) (9. 10) (13 . 16) 
1988 
May 2 ,  Gill net 1d 7d 
1988 (collecte1 
from Univ. 
#2) 
May 4 ,  Poisoned 2C ac 
1988 
May 5 ,  Poisoned 1C 5C 
1988 
Totals 130 148 
a Live fish 
b F.stimated weight established from fish in 1987 
c No len;Jth or weight measurements taken because fish were old 
d Not included in calculations because from University #2 
* Significant difference between stocks, t-test ,  unequal ; P < 0. 05 
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Tag retention varied between stocks .  Of the 203 Blue Dog Iake 
walleye fingerlings which we.re tagged in July, 130 (129 from University 
Porrl #1 arrl 1 frorn University Porrl #2) remained tagged 10 m::>nths later, 
representing a 64% tag retention (Table 11) . Of the 214 Lake Sakakawea 
walleye fingerlings that were tagged arrl stocked, 148 were identified 
during the 1987-88 grow-out season (Table 11) ; a 69% tag retention 
rate. 
SUrvival rate could not be calculated frorn any of the three 
University porrls used in 1987-88. Spring flood corrlitions allowed 
movement between porrls as evidenced by the 580 walleyes (of 414 
stocked) which were collected in University Porrl #1 when it was 
toxified, arrl the eight tagged walleyes collected frorn University Pond 
#2 when it was sampled. Only eight walleyes were collected from 
University Porrl #3 compared to 112 in University Porrl #2. High water 
levels probably enabled walleyes in University Porrl #3 to escape using 
Six-Mile Creek. Water temperatures were the same in all three ponds, 
but varied at each sampling date (Table 12) . Dissolved oxygen varied 
with season (Table 12) • 
Generally, walleye grc,.vth varied anong the three University 
porrls between years (Figure 1 arrl 2) . Walleyes harvested frorn 
University Porrl #1 after approxiltlately 10. 5 arrl 10 m::>nths in 1986-87 
arrl 1987-88, respectively were smaller (length arrl weight) compared to 
walleyes in the other two porrls (Figure 1 arrl 2) . Walleyes in pond #3 
displayed the best grc,.vth in 1986-87, (Table 10) compared to the other 
two probably because of a greater aburrlance of small fathead minnows, 
while walleyes in porrl #2 (Table 13) had the best grc,.vth in 1987-88 
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canpared to porxi #1 arxi #3 (Table 14) .  Fish grew faster durIDJ 1987-88 
than 1986-87 probably because m::>re gravid fathead minnows were stocked 
arxi water levels were l0v1er. 
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Table 12. Water tenperatures (C) arrl dissolved oxygen (ng/1) 
measurements from three University porns, 1987-88. 
University #1 University #2 University #3 
Date Tenp. D. O. Tenp. D.O. Tenp. D. O. 
Jul 2 ,  1987 26. 0 26. 0 26. 0 
Jul 23 , 1987 
Aug 13 , 1987 22. 0 9.6 22. 0 8.6 22. 0 8. 6 
Sep 4 ,  1987 18.5 8.8 18.5 8. 7 18.5 8. 5 
Sep 25 , 1987 16.5 10.4 16.5 10.1  16.5 8.4 
Oct 25 , 1987 
Apr 4 ,  1988 10. 0 
May 2 ,  1988 13. 0 
May 3 ,  1988 16. 0 16. 0 
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Figure 2.-length of Blue Dog Lake (BOL) and Lake Sakakawea (LS) walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) 
from University Pond +1,  and Lake Sakakawea walleye from University #2 <U-2), and +3 (U-3), 
1987-88. 
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Table 13. Length (nun) arrl weight (g) of lake Sakakawea, ND walleye 
(stizostedion vitreum) fingerlings in University Pond #2, 
1987-88. Starrlard deviation in parenthesis. 
Date Gear 
Jul 2 ,  1987 Stocked 
Jul 23 , 1987 Seine 
Aug 13, 1987 Seine 
Sep 4 ,  1987 Fyke net 
Sep 25-30 , Fyke nets 
1987 
Oct 25 , 1987 Gill net 
May 2 ,  1988 Gill nets 
Total 
a Presel:ved fish 
b Live fish 
Number 
94 
4 
6 
1 
18 
47 
112 
188 
Mean Mean 
length weight 
48a 0.92a 
(6.94) (0.60) 
99a 10.5a 
(7.50) (1. 87) 
151a 36.3a 
(6.62) (5. 76) 
19oa 66. oa 
(0) (0) 
211b 80.3b 
(10. 69) (11. 18) 
22gb 106.4b 
(7.37) (13.49) 
231a 115.8a 
(9. 50) (16. 95) 
Grow-out 
days 
0 
21 
42 
64 
85-90 
115 
305 
64 
Table 14. l..en3th (mm) am weight (g) of lake Sakakawea, ND walleye 
(Stizostedion vitretnn) fingerl� in University Pond #3, 
1987-88. Starrlard deviation in parenthesis. 
Date Gear 
Jul 2 ,  1987 Stocked 
Jul 23 , 1987 Seine 
Aug 13 , 1987 Seine 
Sep 4 ,  1987 Fyke net 
Sep 25-30 , Fyke nets 
1987 
Oct 25 , 1987 Gill net 
May 3 ,  1988 Gill nets 
Total 
a Preserved fish 
b Live fish 
Number 
94 
14 
6 
13 
9 
16 
8 
66 
Mean Mean 
len;;Jth weight 
48a 0.92a 
(6.94) (0. 60) 
99a 9.5a 
(5. 32) {1.55) 
152a 35.8a 
(5.47) (5. 35) 
186a 58.8a 
(10.17) {11. 14) 
209b 76. 2b 
{8. 17) {8.83) 
227b 106. 3b 
{6.53) (9. 41) 
229a 128.la 
{6. 32) (16.59) 
Grow-out 
days 
0 
21 
42 
64 
85-90 
115 
306 
65 
66 
DISCUSSION 
Walleye Fry 
'!he lager length of the lake oahe fry in 1986, and the longer 
length and greater weight of the Blue D:>g lake fry in 1987 are probably 
due to hatching dates, cul tura1 practices, and sampling methods, rather 
than genetic differences. In 1986, water temperature was raised from 
8. 9 to 15°c over an eight hour period to increase hatching rate so that 
Blue D:>g lake fry could be stocked in the study pond at the same time 
lake oahe fry were stocked. lake oahe fry were collected from a trough 
containing millions of fry hatching over 1-3 days, therefore 
representing various stages of growth. Consequently, lake oahe fry were 
larger than the Blue D:>g lake fry. In 1987, Blue D:>g lake eggs hatched 
1 to 6 days earlier than lake oahe eggs due to an earlier collection 
period. 
Comparisons were not made at later dates in 1987 because only 
one stock (Blue D:>g) was collected from one of the four hatchery ponds 
(Table 9). '!he successful capture of fish in one pond indicates fry 
were not avoiding collection in other ponds, but that there may have 
been few or no fish in the other three ponds. Mortality probably 
occurred shortly after stocking, and was probably caused by a decrease 
in water quality during the fry grow-out stage. Approximately 155 
liters of the liquid fertilizer 10/30/0 was used to stimulate 
phytoplankton populations in all four ponds. Fertilizer was added at a 
concentration of approximately 40 liters per surface hectare per 
application. '!his ancilnt of liquid fertilizer may have decreased 
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dissolved oxygen ex>ncentrations, which led to a ex>llapse of the pond 
community, includirq walleye fr:y. '!his possibility was ronfinned the 
next year when a decrease in oxygen rontent was responsible for walleye 
fr:y 100rtality (R. Wagers, South Dakota Deparbnent of Grune, Fish and 
Parks, personal communication) . 
Walleye Fingerlings 
Lake oahe walleye fingerlings were not used for stock 
comparisons in 1987. However, another Missouri River stock (lake 
Sakakawea) was substituted. Although the reservoirs are located in 
different states, their histories are similar. Lake Qahe and Lake 
Sakakawea were ilTlpounded in 1958 and 1953, respectively. Walleye eggs 
ex>llected in 1987 from both reservoirs were from native river stocks, 
therefore, using Lake Sakakawea walleyes instead of lake oahe fish did 
not alter the study objective. 
Blue Dog lake fingerlings were significantly larger (P < 0. 05) 
(length and weight) than lake Sakakawea fingerlings at stocking 
probably because of different fr:y stocking dates and cultural 
practices. Blue Dog lake (South Dakota) walleye fr:y were stocked in 
hatcher:y porns 17 days earlier than lake Sakakawea walleye fr:y, thus 
they had m::,re time to grow. Also, Blue Dog lake walleyes were exposed 
to liquid fertilizer which may have decreased numbers in the grow-out 
pon:i (220 fingerlings retrieved of 250, 000 fr:y stocked) . '!he lower 
numbers may have decreased competition, allowing the surviving walleyes 
to feed and grow better. Lake Sakakawea walleyes were not exposed to 
liquid fertilizer during their grow-out pericx:l, and 11, 900 walleye 
fingerlings were hfilvested from the 400, 000 fr:y stocked. 
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Although Blue Dog lake fingerlings were significantly larger (P 
< 0. 05) than lake Sakakawea fingerlings at stocking, lake Sakakawea 
walleyes were larger when University Porrl #1 was toxified 301 days 
later. One might conclude that the genetic make up of the Missouri 
River stock (North Iakota) is superior in growth to that of the 
northeastern glacial lake stock, but abno:nnal development of the Blue 
Dog lake fish may also be a factor. 
Abno:nnalities involved the pectoral and dorsal fins. Fish had 
left or right pectoral fins missing, defonned, or reduced in size 
compared to the other. Some fish had no pectoral fins. Other fish 
showed abno:nnalities in the dorsal fins, either having the first and 
secorrl dorsal fins shortened or split. Some fish displayed combinations 
of abno:nnalities in pectoral and dorsal fins. Eighty walleyes were 
dissected and tags decoded before the high incidence of abnonnalities 
was noticed. Of the 80 walleyes dissected without regard to stock, 33 
(41.3%) displayed abno:nnal characteristics. Of the remaining fish, 31 
(60. 8%) of the 51 Blue Dog lake walleyes showed abnonnalities, compared 
to only two of the 60 (3.3%) lake Sakakawea walleyes. 
Abno:nnalities have been reported to occur in fish, although the 
causative agents have not specifically been identified. Pollutants and 
extreme envirorunental corrlitions (i. e. temperature fluctuations, 
hypoxia) are two possible causes of abno:nnalities effecting ernbr:yonic 
and larval stages of fish (Hickey 1972) . It is possible that cultural 
practices (jar hatching, liquid fertilized porns) may have been 
resp::msible for the abnonnalities seen in the Blue Dog lake walleyes. 
'Ihese abnonnalities, in tum, may have caused slower growth because 
lake Sakakawea walleyes were not exposed to liquid fertilizer during 
their grow-out period. 
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Tag retention was 64% for Blue Dog lake walleyes and 69% for 
lake Sakakawea walleyes. Heidirger and Cook ( 1988) reported a tag 
retention rate of 94% for walleyes averaging 51 mm (mean TL) after six 
rronths, In my experiment, average lengths were 51 and 55 mm for Blue 
Dog lake and lake Sakakawea walleyes, respectively when tagged, and the 
experiment lasted 301 days. My lower tag retention was probably due to 
inexperience in head 1r0ld constnlction, lack of time to experiment with 
head rrolds, and the loss of tags over time. 
'!he variability in growth of the lake oahe walleyes among the 
six ponds in 1986 is not uncomnx>n. Growth of walleyes can depend upon 
variables such as area, year, and focxi availability (Ney 1978) , 
envirornnental conditions and amount of predation (Riis 1980) , 
competition, and possibly genotype. Same of these variables may have 
had an effect on walleye growth in the six ponds. 
Variability in walleye growth was noted between the three 
University ponds, even though the ponds were adjacent to each other, 
predator free, and received the same number of fathead minnows. Sifa 
and Ayles (1981) found that size of young-of-the-year walleyes varied 
among ponds that were located in the same area and contained no 
predators. '!he variability in growth between ponds noted is probably 
due to focxi availability and competition. When all three ponds were 
toxified 323 days after stocking, fathead minnow abundance was greatest 
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in University Porn #3 where the number of walleye fi.rgerlin;Js retrieved 
was lower am grcMth better than porns 2 am 1. Emigration may have 
reduced numbers of walleyes present in University Pon:l #3. Flood 
con:litions duri.rg the fall, 1986 am spri.rg, 1987 may have enabled the 
walleyes to escape to Six-Mile Creek. Only 43 of 400 walleyes stocked 
were retrieved. when the pon:i was poisoned on 26 May, 1987. (Table 10) . 
'lhe slower grcMth of Iake C>ahe walleyes noted in Gustafson am 
Buller porns, c:x:mpared to grcMth in the University pon:ls was probably 
related to sanple size. Seini.rg was used exclusively in late sunnn.er to 
collect walleyes because porn m:qnanetry prohibited usi.rg fyke nets 
efficiently, therefore, only smaller in:lividuals may have been 
wlnerable. Another explanation for low rn.nnbers am smaller 
in:lividuals may be related to predation, as evidenced by only one small 
walleye am rnmerous northern pike caught by seine am gill net 
respectively in Buller pon:i in October, 1986 (Table 10) . In a small 
l::x:xiy of water contai.nirq many predators, prey encounters may increase 
which will probably increase predation rates. An increase in predation 
rate decreases prey a1:Junjance am available food needed for walleye 
grc:Mth. Walleyes may also act as prey when they are small. 
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�CIIJSIONS 
Growth am smvival evaluations of Blue OJg lake (northeastern 
glacial lake stcx::k) am lake oahe (Missouri River stcx::k) walleye 
fingerlin;Js were not corrlucted in either year because fish for the 
experiment were not produced in adequate rnnnbers fran hatchery ponds. 
r.o,, fry smvival in hatchery ponds was attriliuted to weather cx,rrlitions 
am envirornnental stressors. Havever, enough Blue OJg lake am lake 
Sakakawea walleyes (representirg the Missouri River stcx::k) were 
abtained to cx,rx:luct growth evaluations in one grc,w-out porrl. '!he better 
growth (lergth am weight) displayed by the lake Sakakawea walleyes 
over the Blue OJg lake walleyes 301 days after stocking was probably 
not controlled by genotype, but rather by enviromnental cx,rrlitions. 
Blue OJg lake walleyes showed abnonralities probably caused by hatchery 
techniques, which may have effected growth. In o:rder to c:x:irrpare these 
two stocks for growth am smvival perfonnance, hatchery techniques 
need to be ilrproved so that adequate rnnnbers of healthy fingerlings of 
both stocks can be obtained, am experiments can be cx,rrlucted where 
flooding does not mix fish in replicate treatments. Even if Blue OJg 
lake fish grew am smvived better than the Missouri River fish, the 
low rnnnbers, difficulty in trapping, am the ecx,ncmics of obtaining 
glacial lake brcxxl stcx::k w'OUld be ilrportant inpediments in developing a 
glacial lake brcxxl stcx::k for routine use. 
Walleye growth varied am:>rg borrow- am gravel-pit ponds, 
probably because of differences in the am:llll1t of forage, predator 
presence, am c:x:npetition. Walleyes grew better in borrow-pit ponds 
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� aburrlant forage, no predators, and fewer i.n:lividuals. 
Predation on forage and walleyes may have reduced growth and rn.nnbers of 
walleyes present in gravel-pit poms. 
'!he small borrow- and gravel-pit environroont may be suitable for 
walleye fi.nJer'lirg grow-out, provided that forage and predator 
abun:Jance is narito:red. Walleyes fran borrow-pit porns averaged 214 nun 
in September, whereas walleyes in a power plant evaporation reservoir 
(Berg 1988), and a winter-kill slough averaged 123 and 144 nun, 
respectively. However, borrow pit DDqilanet:ry prevented efficient 
hm:vestirg with fyke nets. Also, lCM rn.nnbers of walleyes stocked may 
have influenced growth rates. Borrow- and gravel-pit porns may be 
.i.np:>rtant as grow-out areas for walleyes when larger i.n:li viduals are 
required for specific stockirg programs. 
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Apperrlix 1 
Methods and materials and results of 1986 laborato:ry experiment 
largemouth bass and northern pike used in the 1986 laboratory 
experiment were captured by seining a gravel pit near Brookings, South 
r::akota. 'Ihree northern pike (180 mm, mean TL) were held in a 1, 200-
liter, rectangular tank equipped with a surface agitator for two days 
before being placed separately in similar test tanks for acclimation . 
'Ihree largemouth bass (149 mm, mean TL) were placed directly into test 
tanks for acclimation. 
Prey fish were walleye fingerlings, fathead minnow, and 
orangespotted sunfish. Prey fish were obtained from various locations. 
Walleye fingerlings were obtained from the Garrison ram (North Dakota) 
National Fish Hatchecy. Fathead minnows were captured from the wild by 
• 
seining or trapping or purchased from a local conunercial bait dealer . 
Orangespotted sunfish were captured from a holding reseIVoir at the Big 
Stone Power Plant (South r::akota) . Approximately 100 walleyes and 100 
orangespotted sunfish were held separately by species in 1, 200-liter 
tanks equipped with surface agitators, while about 500 fathead minnows 
were held in one of six 0. 02-hectare ponds at the laboratory. All fish 
were fed zex>plankton. 
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Experbnental Protocol: 
Experiments were comucted in six 1, 200-liter, 275 x 75 x 55 cm, 
rectargular tanks. No artificial structure was present. Dechlorinated 
tap water was used to fill tanks arrl flush occasionally. Water 
temperatures ranged from 15. 5 to 21°c. 
'lbree largenn.rth bass arrl three northern pike were placed 
irrlividually into test tanks arrl were acclimated for five days prior to 
starting the experbnent. 'Ihe predators were offered young-of-the-year 
yellow perch (35-50 mm, TL) during the first four days of acclimation, 
afterward predators were measured, weighed, arrl returned to their tanks 
(Table 1). 
Prey fish of each species were measured for total length to 
select five irrlividuals of approximately equal length for introduction 
into a tank containing either a largemouth bass or a northern pike. 
Prey fish represented 28-32% arrl 20-30% of largemouth bass and northern 
pike length, respectively (Table 2). 'Ihe tanks were checked 
approximately every 12 hours (0800 arrl 2000) in order to maintain equal 
prey availability (Espinosa arrl Deacon 1973). Missing and dead fish 
were recorded, arrl new irrlividuals of the same species and similar 
lengths were measured and added to the tank. 'Ihe experiment was 
tenninated after 10 days arrl the predators were remeasured arrl 
reweighed (Table 1). Data was analyzed using categorical data modeling 
(CA'IM)D) (Freemen 1987). 
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Table 1. length (mm) an:1 weight ( g) of lai:genout:h bass (Micropterus 
sal.moides) (IMB) an:1 northei:n pike (F.sox lucius) (NOP) held 
in rectargular tanks before an:1 after a 10-day experiment, 
1986. 
Species 
IMB 
IMB 
IMB 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
Start 
len:fth weight 
148 45 
153 44 
146 44 
180 36 
207 44 
156 15 
Errl Olange 
len:fth weight len:fth weight 
159 61 +11 +16 
162 52 +9 +8 
157 50 +11 +6 
203 58 +23 +24 
228 88 +21 +44 
173 33 +17 +17 
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Table 2. Mean total length, (standard deviation in parenthesis) of 
three prey fish offered to largennrt:h bass (Micropterus 
salm:>ides) (I.MB) am northern pike (Fsox lucius) (NOP) under 
laboratocy corxlitions, 1986. 
Species 
I.MB 
I.MB 
I.MB 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
Walleye 
42 (2. 3) 
42 (3. 8 )  
41 (2. 0) 
41 ( 3. 0) 
42 (3. 1) 
41 (2. 5) 
Prey fish 
Fathead minnow SUnfish 
46 (2. 3) 43 (3 . 0) 
46 (2. 3) 43 (1. 8)  
46 (1. 3) 43 ( 3. 1) 
46 (2. 4) 43 (2. 6) 
46 (2. 1) 42 (2. 30) 
46 (2. 4) 44 (1. 8) 
• 
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RESUUI'S 
Iargemouth bass am northern pike did not differ in prey fish 
preference, but there was a significant difference anong prey fish in 
vulnerability to predation by both predators (p = 0. 0001) . Fathead 
minnows were selected 3. 5 times nore frequently than walleye 
fingerlings am 6 times more than orangespotted sunfish (Table 3) . 
largemouth bass selected more orangespotted sunfish (n=29) , compared to 
northern pike (n=9) , while northern pike selected nore fathead minnows 
(n=144) than largeJOOUth bass (n=91) . Both predators selected 
approximately the same number of walleye fingerlings (Table 3) . 
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Table 3. Number of prey fish eaten by largem:>uth bass (Micropterus 
salmoides) (I.MB) am northern pike (Esox lucius) (NOP) during 
a 10-day experiment, 1986. 
Species 
Walleye 
I.MB 34 
NOP 32 
Total 66 
Prey fish 
Fathead 
minnow 
91 
144 
235 
SUnfish Total 
29 154 
9 185 
38 339 
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Walleye length/weight data, 1986-1988 
Length and weight data collected from walleye during 1986-88 and 
used for analysis in this thesis is stored on a computer disk and can 
be obtained by contacting: 
Dr. Cllarles R. Berry, Jr. 
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences 
Box 2206 
Brookin:Jg, SD 57007 
(605) 688-6121 
Each file contains the following descriptive info:rmation: 
(1) Stock-Blue D:lg lake (SD) , lake Qahe (SD) , lake Sakakawea (ND) 
(2) Size-Fry, Fingerling 
(3) Porrl-University #1, University #2, University #3, Gustafson, 
Buller, Blue DJg Hatchei:y, (Hatchei:y Trough) 
(4) Date-Month, Day, Year 
in the following fo:rmat: 
(!) ___ walleye (2) ___ collected from (3) ___ on (4) __ _ 
Appemix Table A. Unadjusted rnnnber of prey fish eaten by largemouth 
bass (Micropterus salmoides) (IMB) arrl northern pike (Esox 
lucius) (NOP) during 4, 24-hour periods in circular (CT) and 
rect:anJular (RI') tanks f 1987 • 
Tank Predator No. Prey fish 
Walleye Fathead I.epomid
a Total 
RI' 
IMB 3 19 32 6 57 
NOP 3 2 26 2 30 
Total 6 21 58 8 87 
IMB 6 29 32 18 79 
NOP 6 7 52 2 61 
Total 12 36 84 20 140 
Total 18 57 142 28 227 
canbined 
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a Orangespotted sunfish, bluegills, arrl bluegill/green sunfish hybrids 
Appen::lix Table B. Unadjusted number of prey fish eaten by irrlividual 
largeirouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) (IMB) and northern 
pike (Esox lucius) (NOP) durinq a 10- arxi 4-day predator 
preference experiment, 1986 arxi 1987. CI'=circular tank; 
Rl'=rect:anJular tank. 
Year Tank Predator 
1986 
RI' 
1987 
er 
RI' 
IMB 
IMB 
IMB 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
IMB 
IMB 
IMB 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
IMB 
IMB 
IMB 
IMB 
IMB 
IMB 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
Walleye 
11 
16 
7 
8 
19 
5 
8 
5 
6 
0 
0 
2 
1 
6 
1 
7 
5 
9 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
4 
Prey fish 
Fathead 
minnow 
40 
24 
27 
49 
65 
30 
14 
9 
9 
12 
8 
6 
7 
4 
4 
6 
3 
8 
14 
17 
5 
8 
7 
1 
11 
9 
9 
1 
8 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
2 
0 
0 
9 
0 
2 
3 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
a OranJespotted sunfish used exclusively in 1986; orangespotted 
sunfish, bluegills, and bluegill/green sunfish hybrids used in 1987 
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Apperrlix Table c. Mark an::l recapture data for largemouth bass 
r.:ate 
Jul 9 
Jul 11 
Jul 13 
(Micropterus salmoides) frcan a 3-hectare gravel pit near 
Brcx:>kings, South D:lkota, Jul 9 to Jul 13 , 1986 . 
'lbtal Recap. Marked Estimate Confid. 
caught at large Interv. 
R R+l M ctMt {ctMt N CI 
18 0 
31 0 0 18 558 558 0 0 
22 5 6 49 1 ,078 1 , 636 273 129-524 
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Appemix Table D. Mark arx:l recapture data for largerouth bass 
Date 
May 31 
J\.lll 2 
JUn 4 
J\.lll 5 
J\.lll 6 
J\.lll 9 
J\.lll 25 
Jul 2 
Jul 3 
Jul 5 
lMicropterus sal.IOOides) f:ran a 7-hectare gravel pit near 
Brook.inJs, South Iakota, May 31 to Jul 3 ,  1987. 
Total Recap. Marked Estimate Confid. 
caught at large Interv. 
R RH M ctMt {ctMt N CI 
128 0 
133 2 3 128 17 ,024 17 , 024 5 , 675 1 , 730-8 ,512 
77 6 9 259 19 ,943 36 ,967 4 , 107 2 , 032-6 , 463 
135 16 25 330 44 , 550 81 ,517 3 , 261 2 , 150-4 ,546 
70 12 37 449 31 , 430 112 , 947 3 , 053 2 , 172-4 ,058 
21 2 39 507 10 ,647 123 , 594 3 , 169 1 , 298-4 , 187 
47 3 42 526 24 , 722 148 , 316 3 , 531 2 , 567-4 ,625 
34 5 47 570 19, 380 167 ,696 3 ,568 2 , 641-4 ,615 
40 12 59 599 23 ,960 191 ,656 3 , 248 2 , 486-4 , 100 
89 7 66 681 60 ,609 252 , 265 3 , 822 2 , 969-4 , 771 
